The Poop Scoop

Tails and Tidbits for Team Sammie Volunteers and the Animal
Lovers of Nevada County and Beyond . . . .

Facts About Us &
the Work We’ve
Done
* During the six years
that Sammie’s Friends
has managed the
Animal Shelter,
10,000+ animals have
been placed.
* Sammie’s Friends
Animal Shelter has a
euthanasia rate of
under one percent.
* In the 15 years since
Cheryl Wicks went to
the Shelter, over
16,000 animals have
received veterinary
care from Sammie’s
Friends.
* In 2015 Sammie’s
Friends spayed/
neutered over 2000
dogs and cats in the
community.
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Behind The Scenes At Sammie’s Friends

s is often stated, “It Takes a Village” to
accomplish what we do at Sammie’s
Friends Animal Shelter. The blur of activity
that occurs in the public areas of the Shelter
is easy to see any day. What isn’t so clear is
what goes on behind the “Green”, uh “Beige”
Door leading to the Conference Room. This
is where all of the “Accounting” activities
take place. Led by Curt Romander, cofounder of Sammie’s Friends, Stathia Sferios
maintains an exhaustive set of files pertaining
to the comings and goings of the Shelter
animals. As well, all of Sammie’s Friends’
financial accounting begins
here with the help of Leah
Taylor, an employee of our
Bookkeeper, Liz Taylor (no
relation).

L

eah Taylor comes to the Shelter four
mornings a week to collect and account
for all the financial transactions that occur
each day. She enters this information into
QuickBooks so that Liz Taylor can do the
accounting necessary to keep us financially
sound. Leah also pays the bills and files all
the mountains of paperwork generated by
the comings and goings of the animals. She
also prepares time sheets for the staff. She
is thorough and essential to the smooth
functioning of the Shelter.

L

iz Taylor keeps the books at
her home office and meets
with Curt weekly to discuss
finances and she coordinates our
yearly audit and tax return with
McSweeney and Associates.

S

tathia keeps a daily
log of all the animal
urt oversees all of this
and financial transactions
activity and uses the
Leah Taylor, Liz Taylor,
that occur at the Shelter.
information provided by Stathia,
Curt Romander, Stathia Sferios
This includes intakes,
Leah and Liz to prepare monthly
outcomes, adoptions, redemptions, rescues,
reports for the County, to fullfill our
license deposits, impound and kennel
contract, to keep track of all the Shelter
fees and donations. She also fills out a
animals. This information is necessary to
daily schedule and status report of all dogs
know how many animals enter the shelter
residing at the Shelter. This includes spay/
by various means (Animal Control Pickup,
neuter appointments, vaccination status and
Owner Turn-in, Strays, etc.) and how they
arranging for transportation for those that
leave the shelter (Adoption, Redemption,
need trips to the vet. She meets once a week Rescue, etc). The QuickBook information
with Animal Control to reconcile the money is used to determine the number and cost
collected for Licenses and Impounds. She
of animals that receive medical attention,
also is responsible for entering intakes and
and is useful information for grant writing.
outcomes of all animals into our PetPoint
Maintenance and repair problems as well as
Shelter Management program. She also
the Information Technology activities end up
writes checks, when necessary, and manages
on Curt’s list of things to do.
our petty cash account. Whew, where
does she find time for all this? You can
ou can see that a lot goes on behind the
see that she is extremely busy, as are all of
“Beige Door”. All of these activities
the employees and volunteers at Sammie’s
are essential to keeping the shelter running
Friends.
and the animals moving. Thank you to the
Behind The Scenes Team!

C

Y

Visit us at www.sammiesfriends.org
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Beat The Heat With Fido
Summer’s in full swing, and we aren’t getting much of a break from the heat. Here’s a list of a few places
around Nevada County you and Fido can cool down.

Yuba River

Grouse Ridge

Probably one of the most popular places in Nevada
County during the summer season is the Yuba River. And
there are tons of popular places along it that are dogfriendly. Bridgeport has a great
dog-friendly area and plenty of
trails just upstream from the park
where the original bridge stands.

If you want to stay dry but still
cool down, follow Highway 20
until you’re almost at Highway
80. Turn left onto Bowman
Lake Road. This road will take
you past hiking trails and dayuse areas with plenty of creeks
and shade, Fuller and Rucker
Lakes with their access ramps
and campgrounds, and up into
cool and quiet mountains.

There’s also Edward’s Crossing
off North Bloomfield Road, the
old Highway 49 bridge at the
south fork, and the Oregon Creek
day-use area near the middle
fork farther up Highway 49.
Downieville, tucked in the cooler
mountains up 49, also has plenty of great river access
spots. As long as you’re willing to take a beautiful walk
along the river, you’re guaranteed to find a cool, quiet
place for both humans and dogs alike to splash around.

If you’re in a truck or SUV
with 4-wheel drive, you can turn right onto Grouse
Ridge Road and follow the old Forest Service road
up until you reach the Grouse Ridge Campground.
There are plenty of hiking trails and small snow-melt
lakes and ponds. Depending on the snow pack, there
is sometimes even still deep snow through June. You
can hike up to the old Grouse Ridge fire lookout
for a stunning view and refreshing breeze. Grouse
Ridge and other mountains like it provide a nice
taste of winter, even in the middle of summer.

Bullard’s Bar
There are a lot of lakes in Nevada County-- Scott’s Flat,
Greenhorn, Lake Wildwood.

Condon Park

But just across the border, in Yuba County up Highway
49, past North San Juan, is Bullard’s Bar Reservoir.
Bullard’s Bar has beach access, dog-friendly campgrounds,
and a hopping marina where you can rent a boat or launch
your own.
Holiday weekends
are particularly
busy, and dogs are
everywhere. Take
a boat out to catch
cool breeze, or go
swimming along the
shore.

Looking for something closer to home? Condon Park in
Grass Valley is both conveniently located and free. There
is, of course, the Dogs Run Free off-leash dog park, but
you can take your furry friend farther into the park,
where there is plenty of shade and open areas to play.
The hiking trails in Condon are relatively flat, so they’re
perfect for people and dogs of all activity levels. The trees
provide plenty of shade, and Squirrel Creek runs right
through the center of
the park, providing
drinking water for
Fido and a refreshing
toe dip for you. The
dog trails and disk golf
course occupy the same
space, though, so keep an eye out for incoming frisbees.

a

With the lake full from this past wet winter, there are
plenty of secluded beaches to play along.

Visit us at www.sammiesfriends.org
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Foster Parents: Susan and Kelsey
Who is Susan Franklin? She is one amazing foster mom for orphaned kittens. Susan has been fostering kittens for 20 years! She first
started fostering when she lived in Santa Barbara in 1994! One day She walked into the shelter in Santa Barbara, she simply went in to ask a
few questions and then next thing she knew she was fostering 2 kittens, Emily and Charlotte. Their mom had distemper and passed away. So
away Susan went with her first 2 fosters. She had no idea what can of worms she had opened. Her time in Santa Barbara was spent fostering
many bottle babies, then becoming the head of the foster care program, then serving on the board of directors for the shelter in Santa Barbara.
When Susan and her husband moved to Grass Valley in 2004 she was living a quiet life with her dog and a couple of cats. Then one fateful
day in 2006 she walked into the shelter (which at the time was run by Animal Control) to license her dog. She met Ruth at the front desk
and somehow the words flowed from her mouth that she knew how to bottle feed. Her husband took one
look at her “are you crazy”? Susan would say yes, that was the beginning. Susan has fostered hundreds of
kittens. She says she does it because she simply loves it; she loves taking a weak sweet innocent creature and
nurturing it back to health. She loves watching them grow and develop into healthy happy playful kittens.
She likes making a difference in this big world of ours.
Susan said that a turning point for her in fostering was having a guide given to her by a friend called
“Neonatal Kitten Care”. She said that gave her the exact guidelines for how much food and frequency based
on the weight of the kitten. This made all the difference in world. She says sometimes as foster moms we
think more is better, but for these little guys more can cause their death. This guide helped her to feel more
confident as a foster mom.
Susan would tell you it is not always easy, sleepless nights, multitasking, having some kittens die and really
not know why especially when there is another kitten same circumstances and is doing just fine. Answers
she will never have. I asked Susan if she adopted any of her fosters and it was a resounding yes! She kept her first 2 kittens - Charlotte and
Emily; they have crossed the rainbow bridge. She now has Arnie, Annie and William. She also has a dog named Harry. Harry and William
are fast friends. In the end Susan loves fostering and Sammie’s Friends loves Susan!

Meet Kelsey Anderson. Kelsey and her family have been fostering orphan
kittens, kittens, orphan puppies, puppies and adult dogs for about 4 to 5
years. Kelsey is married and has 2 children; she gets the whole family
involved when it comes to fostering. Kelsey and her family chose to be foster
parents because, they love animals, she feels it is a great life lesson for her
children teaching them the selfless act of giving back to the world and the
community, and lastly she believes in the mission of Sammie’s Friends. The
Andersons fall in love with each and every animal they foster, but what keeps
them from adopting the foster animals is knowing that will close a space for
another dog/cat in need.
The animals spend an average of about of 6 weeks in her home. She tries to place all the animals that she takes in.
She says that she has a large circle of friends and really tries to place them in homes that she knows. She tries to stay
in touch with the families that adopt; it gives her and her family peace of mind knowing that their future lives will
be safe and sound. Kelsey has placed animals as far away as Oregon. If the family is right then there is no place too
far.
Their most favorite part about fostering is playing with each animal and getting to know each of their personalities.
They also feel great joy knowing that each animal that comes into their home is getting everything they need from
basic care training and most importantly love and affection. Their least favorite part about fostering is hearing the
sad stories that bring the animals to the shelter in the first place. Some of their stories are very difficult to hear.
Kelsey would like everyone to know that being a foster parent for Sammie’s Friends has been a blessing for their
family. She would say to you that if you are considering fostering for Sammie’s Friends, you will receive all the
support and resources that you need from the wonderful staff at the shelter. This includes all veterinary care, food
and any medications if needed. She and her family highly recommend fostering, the rewards are endless.
Visit us at www.sammiesfriends.org
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Whatever Happened To?
Amazing Leah
Fran Cole first met Leah at Sammie’s Friends in Quarantine. Fran would walk her regularly, and they
developed an immediate bond. Fran says she didn’t choose Leah, they chose one another. Once Leah was
available for adoption. Fran and her family became her forever home. That was about 3 years ago.
Leah originally came from a very frightening home. She ran away a lot because she was so afraid. To this
day, Fran says that Leah is very afraid of loud noises. Leah’s typical day with Fran is following her around
the ranch helping her to feed the horses and helping with daily chores. She loves just to hang out with
Fran. She is a very sweet gentle loving dog.
One night in December 2015 life as Leah and Fran knew it all changed. Leah disappeared overnight from
Fran’s home. The next morning she was called by a local vet saying her dog had been found injured and
was there receiving care. When Fran went to pick her up she appeared “ok”
with the exception of a laceration on her face. It was surmised that she had been kicked by
a deer. She was fixed up and sent home. A couple of days later Leah was unable to lift her
head or walk, paralyzed on all four limbs. Fran rushed her to an emergency vet where she was
diagnosed with Tetanus. Leah was given the treatment for Tetanus, yet she was not improving.
Fran transferred Leah to U C Davis for further treatment and diagnostic tests. At Davis she
was treated by the neurology department and was diagnosed with what is called “Atlantooccipital luxation. (Dislocation of the skull from the spine). The prognosis was poor. Surgery
was necessary if Leah had any chance of survival or a chance to walk again. Two days after surgery Leah began to move! It
was truly a miracle. With the aid of aqua and physical therapy Leah has made a full recovery.
Fran believes Leah is more joyful now, she is still sweet gentle Leah but with an appreciation for what she went through, she
also refuses to go into the room she was rehabbing, in something she would like to forget. Fran would like Leah’s story to be
a story of hope for all us that have dogs. Her message is “don’t give up”: many dogs can recuperate from spinal cord injuries.

Quincy (AKA Queenie)
When Steve first met Quincy, it was not love at first sight. He and his wife had stopped by the shelter and went back to look
at the cats. When he opened the cage to pet Quincy, Quincy immediately let him know who was boss. After Steve doctored
himself up at the front desk he and his wife left the shelter (without Quincy). Steve’s wife was absolutely sure they should
adopt Quincy and Steve wanted to think on it. Three weeks later they made Quincy a permanent member of their family!
Quincy is a big grey and white cat, stunning in appearance as described by Steve.
Quincy started his life as Queenie, his previous owner had no idea Quincy was a
he, his name prior to coming to the shelter was Queenie. Queenie’s owner at the
time brought him to a vet to be put to sleep because he no longer had time for
him. It was suggested that he bring Queenie to Sammie’s Friends for adoption.
He told them “he didn’t have time for that”. Fortunately, the veterinary staff
talked him into relinquishing the cat and Queenie ended up at Sammie’s Friends
and became Quincy.
Steve and his family have had Quincy for about 2 years; he was about 10 when they adopted him. Steve describes him as
his own man. A very “Chill Cat”, he is very independent prefers to drink from the faucet not a water bowl and expects Steve
to stand there and assist with the flow. He has Steve well trained! Quincy enjoys an indoor outdoor life, he has a kitty pal
named Loki; he is not a lap cat but does enjoy affection on his own terms.
Steve described Quincy when he first came home with them as very aloof and would hiss and spit at them and the dog.
Steve’s family gave Quincy the time he needed to adjust to his new life and adjusted he has. He has a great life with his
forever family.
Steve and his family’s philosophy is when you adopt an animal it is for the life of the animal. He schedules his life around
his pets! Quincy clearly found a great family to live out his senior years!

Visit us at www.sammiesfriends.org
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How do We Get Them all Fixed?
Meet Lauren

O

ne day more than twenty years ago, when Lauren was an employee of Grass Valley Group, she was walking
along their Fitness Trail and she heard a little baby “meow”. She found a little kitten with no one to help it,
so she stepped in. This was the beginning of Lauren’s journey to become a cat’s best friend.
Since 1996 Lauren has been coordinating, organizing, transporting cats and kittens, and even a few dogs, to
the Animal Spay/Neuter Clinic in Auburn. She began by volunteering at PAL (Pet Adoption League) for 5 years,
AnimalSave for 6 years and now Sammie’s Friends for nine years. Lauren estimates we send about a 1,000
cats to the Animal S/N Clinic every year. That means Lauren has coordinated all of this activity for a lot of cats.
Wow!
Lauren says over the years she has had 100’s of people help in this endeavor. It
certainly takes a village to make all of this happen. This many cats have to be accounted
for in a paper work sense. Many people have to be lined up to drive the cats to and from
the clinic. Foster parents must be called to say it’s time to s/n the kittens they have.
All of these animals must be vaccinated. Many of the cats that go to Auburn belong
to members of the public and are not necessarily shelter cats. When asked why she
does this Lauren says “ I saw a need and a way to decrease the suffering of all the
overbreeding and too many cats for the population of people to sustain. When we can
reduce the number of cats born through spaying/neutering we can provide better care
for the cats because we don’t have to spread our resources so thin.”
When asked what is the worst part of this work Lauren said “I guess it’s the apathy/lack
of heart when people don’t have the time or interest to get their animals fixed when we
are doing it for free.”
Many, Many Thanks to Lauren and the whole crew that works with her to provide this service. They have
big hearts and tons of empathy for the animals that have no homes and no one to care for them. Lauren is
indeed the best friend a cat could ever ask for. Sammie’s Friends is so lucky to have her. Did I mention she
does this all as a volunteer. Lauren lives with her husband Jim, several cats, 4 birds, a bunny, a tortoise and
some fish.

Meet Tom Zarick

T

om drives Sammie’s Friends pooches about three times a week to get spayed/neutered.
This takes some doing. Sometimes he has to calm down dogs who have not previously
been in automobiles and some are just afraid. Tom has a very calming way about him and
the dogs love him. Tom says “ Dogs are great teachers for us humans.
When I asked him why he does this, Tom says he just likes being around these fabulous
good natured creatures. He says they make him a kinder, happier, more in touch with himself
guy and makes him feel grateful.
Several years ago Tom was a dog walker at the shelter and really enjoyed that too. He says
all the dogs want is some leadership and a little direction and all is good. Tom had two knee
replacements and some health issues and had to leave the dog walking team. We missed
him and are so happy to have him back in his new and equally valuable role.
Tom grew up in Sacramento and had three siblings and always a number of pets. Tom worked as a Foreman
for Innovative Metals for a number of years until he moved up here. Tom lives with his wife, Sue (who was a
dog walker also and foster mom to puppies), 2 old dogs, 2 old cats, 4 old sheep, 1 old goat and some old chickens.
Tom says when he first joined up with Sue he was afraid of the chickens. He loves them now. They are his pals
like all the other animals are. Thank you Tom for haulin’ those doggies around and taking such good care of
them on their journey. We couldn’t do it without you.

Visit us at www.sammiesfriends.org
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JOIN US For a Wonderful Event!
Sammie’s Dog Days Festival, which takes place on July 30th at Western Gateway Park, is a way to show our community
how much we appreciate them. Admission is $5 and this all-day event includes live music, local vendors, a dog agility
demonstration, and barbeque. There will also be a Roamin’ Angels car show, and a motorcycle poker run.
The poker run, which starts at 11 am, runs from Western Gateway to Incredible Pets, over to Burgee
Dave’s at the Mayo, straight through Willow Glen, then back to Western Gateway in time to enjoy the
rest of the evening. The winning hand will take home a grand prize of $200!
Organizer Mitch Ward says a lot of local vendors you see frequenting street fairs in the area are
planning to come out to show their support, and there will be tons of pet-related gifts and goodies.
The barbeque, hosted by Sammie’s, will feature both meat and veggie options, including tri-tip sandwiches and veggie burgers,
and beer from Ol’ Republic Brewery.
Some of the bands playing include Sour Mash Symphony, Crossing 49, and Sacramento-based Common Ground, plus the
Sammie’s band-- Sammie’s Alley Cats, featuring singing from two staff members. Lot’s of great original music, and some covers
of oldies-but-goodies. All the money raised at this event will go towards paying for animals’ medical expenses at the shelter and
across Nevada County.
Mitch says they still need volunteers, even last minute additions to help set up and break down would be a huge help. If you’re
interested in volunteering, or about registering for the motorcycle poker run, call Mitch at (530) 701-6508. For questions about
the festival, call (530) 432-1457. Hope to see you there!

Taffy and Her Dogs
Taffy has been a fixture at the Sammie’s Friends office for years. Almost everybody who comes through the doors is
greeted by her. She keeps volunteers and staff behind the counter entertained, and helps cat-test dogs waiting to
be adopted.
Taffy grew up as a shelter cat. She initially came to Sammie’s as the runt of a litter. As the litter of kittens grew
up, they were fixed and adopted out, but their foster mother kept Taffy because she was so little. As kitten season
went by, the staff at Sammie’s tended to forget that Taffy still lived with her foster mom.
One day, when Taffy was about nine months old, her foster mom
stopped by the shelter and dropped her off in the office. “We must
have been busy,” says Cheryl Wicks, “because we just put her behind
the counter and she’s never left.”
Other cats came to be part of the office crew, but none of them
seemed to have the uncanny ability to avoid trouble like Taffy did.
One of the other lobby cats, Murphy, wandered out from the safety of
the counter and was attacked by a dog. He got patched up and went
to live with a volunteer, where he would be safe from his curiosity and
from overly-excited dogs.
Boots also came to keep Taffy company, but jumping off the counter and into the lobby did a number on him after
a few years, and he hurt his leg. He lives up at the significantly more peaceful Cat House now, where he moseys
around and doesn’t have such a high counter to jump off of.
Taffy is the only cat that’s continued to stay in the Sammie’s lobby since 2010. She knows when it’s safe to come
out from behind the counter, and loves to help staff complete paperwork by lying on it and batting pens off the
counter. She’s the first one to greet you when you walk in the door to open up the shelter in the morning, and
she valiantly tolerates Beverly, the dog behaviorist, using her as a quick test subject for dogs. Taffy is an icon of
Sammie’s Friends, and the shelter just wouldn’t be the same without her. We love you, Taffy!

Visit us at www.sammiesfriends.org
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Feline Fecundity
by Denny Nolet, DVM

Cats are seasonally polyestrous. In the northern hemisphere, increasing daylight length in January
and February promotes the onset of estrous activity (becoming “in heat”). The peak activity is
from February to April, but may continue to as late as October. This means a torrent of kittens
about 65 days later, peaking in April, May, and June, but even continuing into the summer. The
average litter size is three to five kittens and most queens will return to estrous about four weeks
after weaning their kittens if it is still in the breeding season. Thus, given a breeding life of about
ten years and no human interference, a queen can easily bear up to 100 kittens in a lifetime. The
ancient Egyptian goddess of fertility, Bastet, was portrayed as a cat for good reason.
It is estimated that there are 30-40 million homeless cats in the United States, and billions worldwide. They sustain themselves through predation
of birds and small mammals, scavenging around
homes, businesses, and restaurants, and through
the attendance of some individuals, who may feed
them. There is concern that developing colonies
become a nuisance by attacking pet animals, spraying
and defecating around homes, killing wildlife, and
spreading disease, possibly even rabies. There is also
concern that these cats undergo considerable suffering
themselves through disease, injury, being preyed upon
by other animals, and sometimes by human cruelty.
There are organizations and individuals, including
many veterinarians who have contributed mightily
to an effort to try to help out with this issue, but
the enormity of the problem is vexing. Even the
American Veterinary Medical Association does not
oppose consideration of euthanasia when conducted
by qualified personnel, using appropriate humane
methods. This is supported by avian and wildlife conservationists who say free-roaming felines
have been found to wreak havoc on bird and small animal populations where hundreds of millions
are killed annually. For those of us who know how affectionate and loving cats can be, and how
even feral cats can become treasured, happy pets, there is a strong preference for dealing with this
problem through a variety of tactics.
I have personally been involved in trap/neuter/release or adopt programs where we have been
able to very significantly control an overpopulation of feral cats. With the help of local residents to
monitor the situation, this control can be maintained indefinitely. It is imperative that anyone in
the area of a cat colony be aware of the current situation. If the colony is being dealt with, insuring
that your own cats are fixed and vaccinated and you are not contributing to the problem is the
first step. If an increasing cat numbers are noted, it should be reported to a person who is the local
monitor. If a colony is not being dealt with, someone should endeavor to report this to a shelter or
animal control.
Simply feeding cats from an unmonitored colony only adds to the population and compounds the
problem. Whether we consider it a nuisance or a moral problem, any colony in our neighborhood
is our pr oblem and we can make things better by all contributing to the extent that we are able.
Please discuss your situation with your veterinarian, a humane organization, or animal control.
It is up to us to make things better for us, for wildlife, and for the cats. Advice, traps, spay/neuter
vouchers, and transportation to a spay/neuter facility can be provided by Sammies Friends.
Visit us at www.sammiesfriends.org
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YES, I want to help make a difference in the lives of the unwanted animals of Nevada County! Sammie’s Friends is a volunteer
organization created to raise veterinary funds for the animals at the Nevada County Animal Shelter and other disadvantaged
animals in the community. Our work with the animals is made possible by the donations of generous individuals in our community. All donations are greatly appreciated, and all monies raised are for the benefit of the animals. Checks may be submitted to the address below, or visit our website at www.sammiesfriends.org and click on the Paypal link for credit or debit
cards donations.
Name:

____________________________________________________________________________________

Address:

____________________________________________________________________________________

City, ST, Zip:

____________________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ___________________________ Donation Amount: _________________________________________

As a 501 (c)(3) Non-Profit, all donations made to Sammie’s Friends are fully tax-deductible and can be mailed to
Sammie’s Friends, 14647 McCourtney Rd., Grass Valley, CA 95949.
THANK YOU!

Did You Know...

Please Support Our Local Businesses

Lack of funds is not a
reason to leave your
cat or dog unspayed/
unneutered.
There are two low cost
clinics you can use:

Animal Spay and
Neuter Clinic:
530-889-8800
AnimalSave:
530-477-1706
For additional
financial support you
can call:
• For pitbulls, huskys,
chihuahuas, and
malamutes:

Melise at Pound
Puppy Rescue
530-272-1716
• For cats and other
breeds of dogs

pick up a voucher at
Sammie’s Friends
For questions call
530-471-5041

Sammie’s Friends thanks the many local businesses in this community that
have helped us in so many ways (i.e. these ads, making donations of money
and products, and discounting other things). Many businesses have even
done fundraisers for Sammie’s Friends. SAMMIE’ FRIENDS LOVES
LOCAL BUSINESS AND THEIR BIG HEARTS. Thank you for
everything you do for us and many other non-profits as well
If you would like us to email you a pdf version of the Poop Scoop in the future, send an email to
info@sammiesfriends.org

Veterinary Care for Disadvantaged Nevada County Animals
14647 McCourtney Rd
Grass Valley, CA 95949
Phone: 530 471 5041
Email:
info@sammiesfriends.org

Sammie’s Friends is a 501c Non-Profit organization founded in 2004 by Cheryl Wicks and
Curt Romander to provide veterinary aid to the animals at the Nevada County Animal Shelter. Today, Sammie’s Friends provides medical assistance to shelter animals and other disadvantaged animals in the community, and works closely with the NCAS Volunteers who
help to socialize and find forever homes for the unwanted dogs and cats of Nevada County.

